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Tapa tour in San Sebastian
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0 Reseñas de usuarios

1/2 Day (Duration:
02h30 - 03h00
approx.)

San Sebastian

On Request Best
Rate.00€

For groups of of 2 - 6 people we oﬀer you a guided tour of some of San Sebastian´s ﬁnest tapas
bars. To help you out we will provide you with an English translation of Spanish food and cooking
on our Basque Tapa and Wine Tour...

Vista general
País: España

Tipo: Tour Privado Medio Día

Region: País Vasco

Tema: Vacaciones Culinarias y Talleres de Cocina

Ciudad: San Sebastian

Tamaño del grupo: 2 to 6+ People

Duración: 1/2 Day (Duration: 02h30 - 03h00
approx.)

Precio desde: €

Introducción
Basque Tapa Tour in San Sebastian - Of uncertain origin, although it is generally agreed that they
originated in Andalusia, Tapas have become an important part of the gastronomic scene in Spain.
Tapa is the Spanish word for lid and it is thought to describe the old custom of serving a slice of
ham covering the mouth of a wineglass. In doing so, the wine was protected from the air and the
ham or other tidbits made a tasty appetizer.
As it happens with Spanish traditional cooking, Tapas vary between regions reflecting not only
differences in ingredients and preparations but also different lifestyles. Even the names used to
describe these little dishes may be different and what is known as Tapa in one area can be called
racion or pintxo in others.
There is not better way to explore the wide array of flavors of the cuisine of Spain than to
participate in a Tapas route. In the company of a local foodie you will visit 3 to 4 of the most
interesting Tapas bars. Our expert will help you to select different Tapas, according to the
specialties of the region and bar, always accompanied by wine or another drink such as beer, if
your prefer so.
But Tapas are not just a casual way of eating but also and above all, a question of having a good
time, the opportunity of meeting other people and, at the same time, to indulge yourself with good
food and wine. A way of life common to all Spaniards no matter what region of origin.
By participating in one of our Tapas routes you will be able not only to taste either traditional or
creative Tapas but also to get immersed in the real life of the city.

Itinerario día a día
DAY 1:
SAN SEBASTIAN
- 01:30PM or 08:30PM: Meet your Private English-Speaking Food/Wine Specialist Guide in the
lobby of your hotel or at a designated meeting point if you are not staying in a city centre hotel.
- We offer you a guided tour of some of LugoÂ´s finest tapas bars with commented tastings and
explanation of the different tapas savored.
L or D
END OF TOUR SERVICES

Incluido
THE TOUR INCLUDES:
- English-Speaking Food/Wine Specialist Guide to take you around to the best tapa bars
- (L or D) Lunch or Dinner, the tour price includes 3 to 4 tapas and 3 to 4 drinks.
- Local Taxes
THE TOUR DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Airfare
- Transfers not specified in the itinerary
- Entrance fees not specified in the itinerary
- Beverages not specified in selected meals
- Meals not specified in itinerary
- Laundry Expenses
- Telephone & Facsimile charges
- Excess Baggage charges
- Passport & Visa fees
- Personal & Travel Insurance
- Airport & Departure Taxes
- Optional excursions
- Room Service
- Tip and Gratuities to Guide

